The genome of RNA viruses is highly constrained by the convergent interplay
between protein evolution and RNA structure
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Background: Because genome size and complexity in RNA viruses is highly restricted, a conflict
might exist among the needs to encode both proteins and structured RNAs. As a working hypothesis,
we believe that the main features promoting genome conservation and novelty [1,2], such as codon
selection, overlapping genes, intrinsic disordered regions and structured RNAs, are likely forced to
constraint each other rather than to evolve independently. Here, we assessed how extended and strong
is the co-evolution between the RNA structure and protein-coding codes along the RNA viral genomes.
Results: We systematically analyzed 10,000 complete genomes from 15 different RNA viruses to
estimate four major features along each genome: selection (at the codon, domain and gene levels),
amino acid conservation, IPDRs, and RNA secondary structures. We found that RNA viral genomes are
mainly driven by purifying selection at the codon level, and that most viral proteins exhibit several
short IPDRs. However, structural genes are characterized by an enrichment of disordered motifs and
protein regions under positive selection; particularly, those accessory and regulatory proteins involved
in interactions with other viral and host factors. By contrast, non-structural genes are usually dominated
by more protein regions under negative selection and less disordered motifs. As in [3] and [4], we
found a negative correlation between the extent of base-pairing in RNA structures and amino acid
variability located at the same genomic regions. Likewise, amino acid sites encoded by structured
RNAs exhibited stronger purifying selection than those not involved in structure-forming RNA.
Finally, we found that coupled genes with the relaxed action of selection within overlapping regions are
characterized by short sequences, more amino acid variability and IPDRs regions, as well as “flexible”
RNA structures.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that RNA structures and protein sequences in RNA viruses are
indeed likely forced to constraint to each other rather than to evolve independently. This convergent
interplay seems to promote the genome architecture into associated region-specific divisions of labor.
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